MEDHAVI
national scholarship scheme
Human Resources & Development Mission

‘Medhavi Scholarship’ is not only a mission but also an idea which evolved in the year
2014 in pursuance of the Right to Education Act 2010 by Govt. of India.
Governments efforts in the field of education, be it a direct efforts such as Sarva Siksha
Abhiyaan , Mid Day Meal, etc. for elementary education; Rashtriya Madhyamik Siksha Abhiyan,
Inclusive Education for Disabled at Secondary Stage, Model School (with Public Private
Partnership model) for Secondary education and Sakshar Bharat, State Resources Centers , Jan
Sikshan Sansthans , etc. for adult education or indirect efforts Like assistance to NGO, Self Help
Groups, and various other scheme which hardly get acknowledged.
Direct efforts of the government are bounded with many restrictions and procedural
related delays which limit its benefits and a large part of population remains un‐served due to
such limitation. On the other hand, indirect efforts are more Liberal but still fail to achieve the
target of better access to education.
In view of the various difficulties and problems, ‘Medhavi Scholarship Scheme’, with the
objective of Education for All program of government of India, was established to serve that un‐
served part of population with ZERO procedure related problem in disseminating benefits for all
section of society with no boundaries of race, religion, gender, cast, creed, poor and rich. Here
under Medhavi Scholarship program, only meritorious will be awarded.
Our last exam was cancelled and next scheduled exam is being delayed due to various
procedural delays & funding from govt. Now, with a view to avoid such delays in future, it is
decide by the ministry and the organization to transform this organization from government
funded to self sustainable organization which could run without government funding.
With a step forward on this path, it is decided by the organization, to conduct the
examination in online mode under a new‐generation online examination system and serve the
meritorious and underprivileged.
Notification for the online exam will soon be posted on the website.
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